A Computational Approach Towards Conflict Resolution for Serious Games
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ABSTRACT
Conflict is an unavoidable feature of life, but the development of conflict resolution management skills can facilitate the parties involved in resolving their conflicts in a positive manner. The goal of our research is to develop a serious game in which children may experiment with conflict resolution strategies and learn how to work towards positive conflict outcomes. While serious games related to conflict exist at present, our work represents the first attempt to teach conflict resolution skills through a game in a manner informed by sociological and psychological theories of conflict and current best practice for conflict resolution. In this paper, we present a computational approach to conflict generation and resolution. We describe the five phases involved in our conflict modeling process: conflict situation creation, conflict detection, player modeling and conflict strategy prediction, conflict management, and conflict resolution, and discuss the three major elements of our player model: assertiveness, cooperativeness, and relationship. Finally, we overview a simple resource management game we have begun experimenting with our conflict model concepts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.4 [Social and Behavioral Sciences]: Sociology—conflict modeling; K.3.0 [Computer Uses in Education]: General; I.2.1 [Applications and Expert System]: Games
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 A need for conflict resolution skills
As societies become progressively complex and diverse, members from their populations will increasingly face situations in which their values, beliefs, needs, and goals are at odds with those of other members, leading to potential situations of conflict. The need for improving conflict resolution skills amongst the population is therefore of paramount importance, as it facilitates more peaceful, stable, and productive social interactions amongst communities. The research suggests that conflict resolution skills are best able to be integrated into social behaviours if they are acquired during childhood [21]. But the acquisition of these skills, and indeed the teaching of these skills, is hardly straightforward. We note that children acquire some conflict resolution skills through basic socialisation [22]. Specific, dedicated attempts at fostering conflict resolution skills framed within the context of education have taken the form of peer mediation training [13] (where children are trained how to resolve conflicts amongst themselves), direct teaching [11] (where children are taught via lessons, films on DVD, readings), and drama workshops [6]. While we do not dispute the effectiveness of some of these methods, in our research we wish to explore games as a vehicle for teaching conflict resolution. We believe that the affordances of games in combination with the specificities of our literature-derived player-focused computational model will create a promising environment for supporting the learning of conflict resolution behaviours.

1.2 Serious games as a vehicle for teaching conflict resolution
Serious games, which we understand as games featuring non-entertainment objectives [27], are increasingly being recognised as effective and powerful tools for facilitating learning and encouraging behaviour change. Aside from mainstream
acceptance, we have a number of specific reasons for using serious games as a vehicle for teaching conflict resolution. At a basic level, games provide us with the ability to create bounded worlds and realities [12]. Conflict falls within the class of events that is not necessarily safe or consequence-free if enacted in non-simulated environments, thus the simulated nature of game worlds is a particularly useful affordance for exploring, experiencing, and learning about conflict resolution. In addition, our focus is on the practice and internalisation of skills that are very relevant to real world behaviour, and we note that the literature on games and role-play indicates that learning achieved within gaming contexts can be transferred to real world knowledge and behaviours [19, 20, 23]. Finally, games are a ubiquitous media form of our time, and thus seem very appropriate as an intervention mechanism.

There are a number of existing serious games that already deal with topics related to conflict. The Global Conflicts series developed by Serious Games Interactive concern games set in different locations around the world dealing with major conflicts for the purpose of challenging player’s beliefs and ideas about conflict. In Global Conflicts: Palestine, for example, the player plays a journalist who is collecting information for a newspaper article, and must balance trust building with information collection [3]. FearNOT! is another example of a serious game about conflict, but specifically focuses on bullying. In this game, the player is an invisible friend of a virtual character who is a victim of bullying, and the task of the player is to interact with the friend and advise him on how to cope with bullying-related problems [5]. Choices and Voices is a role-playing game in which players can experiment with peer pressure management and resistance strategies, decision making in moral dilemmas, and critical assessment of advice [1]. The interactive scenarios are integrated into a narrative, where players must make a range of decisions and consider different points of view.

All of the aforementioned games succeed in representing conflict-related experiences from which players could learn. Our approach is different, in that we focus specifically on teaching skills related to conflict resolution between parties. Further, our work is informed by sociological and psychological theories of conflict, and our model of conflict management is based on and motivated by findings from the current literature on conflict and its resolution. We will also include a comprehensive evaluation program in order to assess the educational benefits of our system on children’s conflict resolution skills.

1.3 Understandings of conflict
Conflict can broadly be defined as a process that is initiated when two or more parties involved in an interaction perceive that one member shows or feels strong opposition to the interaction [26]. One branch of the conflict resolution research positions conflict as a problem that arises in relation to parties having different goals. For example, Deutsch states that “a conflict of interests occurs when the actions of one person attempting to reach his or her goals prevent, block, or interfere with the actions of another person attempting to reach his or her goals” [8]. Similarly, specifically referring to conflict amongst children, Shantz claims: “The outset of any conflict episode involves the blocking of one child’s goal by another child” [21]. Within our own research, we are drawn to goal-based understandings of conflict, as the concept of goals forms a natural fit with the language of game design.

Yet, while the blocking of goals may be a common feature leading to many conflicts, goal blocking is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for conflict. For example, few people would deny that bullying constitutes as a form of conflict. But in terms of blocked goals, bullying seems hard to explain: that is, it seems artificial to claim that bullying results from victims of bullying blocking the goals of bullies, or bullies specifically setting out to block the goals of victims. More simply, bullying is an attack, which emphasises the fact that opposition is at the heart of conflict.

Defining conflict in terms of affect can also be useful. For instance, it allows us to draw distinctions between arguments, which may be affectively neutral and are not necessarily perceived as conflicts, and destructive verbal conflicts, which are arguments that provoke anger and involve attacks by one or both parties, and are perceived as conflicts. In line with this perspective of conflict, Thomas defines conflict as “the process which begins when one party perceives that another has frustrated, or is about to frustrate, some concern of his” [26]. Destructive conflict could thus be defined in terms of the potential for frustration, resulting from the desire of one or more parties to frustrate another, or a perception by one or more parties that they their concerns are being frustrated.

The literature differentiating constructive from destructive conflicts is substantial, and indicates that both detrimental and beneficial consequences arise as a result of conflict [8, 15, 13]. For example, while detrimental consequences of conflict include stress and other health problems, as well as emotional and behavioural difficulties, some beneficial consequences of conflict include enhanced autonomy and individualisation, and improved social, cognitive, and negotiation abilities [15]. We note that the development of these beneficial skills could be emphasised in the safe environment provided by a serious game.

There are some broadly accepted characteristics of conflict that are particularly helpful in conceptualising conflict from a context of game design. At base, conflict is a social interaction between opposing sides with a specific temporal duration. As such, it has much in common with narrative. Laursen and Hafen, in fact, explain the typical components of conflict in terms of vocabulary we typically associate with narrative texts: “There is a protagonist and an antagonist (conflict participants), a theme (conflict topic), a complication (initial opposition), rising action (conflict behaviors), climax or crisis (conflict resolution), and denouement (conflict outcome)” [15]. This perspective emphasises how we can understand much about the underlying structures of conflict if we envisage conflict situations as narrative scenarios.

A final point to raise in our discussion of definitions of conflict is whether to focus solely on situations in which all parties involved recognise the presence of a conflict (mutual conflicts) or whether to also focus on situations in which only one party registers the presence of conflict (unilateral conflicts). Shantz points out that many authors define con-
Thomas’s typology suggests that in managing interpersonal conflicts, we need to consider our own goals and needs in relation to those of other parties involved, as well as how we wish to act towards other parties. We note that these conflict-handling modes also relate to conflict process and conflict outcomes.

Based on these models, and the conflict research discussed earlier, we have identified five aspects of conflict that shape how we conceptualise and operationalise conflict in our research: participants, causes, strategies, resolution, and outcome. In focusing on participants, we are interested in the role of gender, age, personality, and cultural background on conflict-related perceptions and behaviours. We currently limit causes of conflict to relationship difficulties or differences in goals. The potential set of conflict resolution strategies incorporated into our model include competition, collaboration, avoidance and accommodation. Related to strategies, which apply at an individual-level are resolutions, which apply at the situation-level, and include compromise, submission, intervention, stand-off, and withdrawal. Finally, outcomes to conflict that we plan to measure and evaluate include satisfaction levels amongst participants, material costs and benefits for participants, relationship quality between participants, and self-esteem and reputation of participants.

3. A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF CONFLICT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
The conflict modeling process underlie our system consists of five phases: conflict situation creation, conflict detection, player modeling and conflict strategy prediction, conflict management, and conflict resolution. We discuss the separate phases below.

3.1 Conflict Situation Creation
To educate students on conflict resolution strategies, a sensible pedagogical strategy is to have them explore conflict situations, thus the system needs to be able to represent these situations. According to Deutsch [8] and Johnson and Johnson [13], conflicts can be triggered by two primary causes: goal interdependence and type of action taken.

Conflicts resulting from goal interdependence can arise when goals are negatively interdependent. If the achievement of a goal of actor A is based on the achievement of a goal of actor B, or actions that B has performed to achieve that goal, we consider the goals of A and B to be positively linked. If the chances of achievement of a goal of A decrease when the chances of achievement of a goal of B increase, we consider these goals to be negatively linked. Gratch et al. have explored goal dependency in multi-agent environments in relation to the emotional state of agents [10].

Even when goals are positively related, conflicts can arise due to types of action taken. Deutsch defines two types of actions: effective actions and bungling actions [8]. Effective actions are actions people adopt that improve their chances of achieving their goals. In contrast, bungling actions are ones that decrease people’s chances of achieving their goals. Consider, for example, a household in which both parents share the goal of wanting to eat a nice dinner. Whereas the mother in this household is a skilled cook, the father is
not, thus if he attempts to cook and produces a disastrous meal, this can be considered a bungling action. Therefore, unintentional bungling actions can threaten other people’s goals, resulting in a conflict situation.

At the start of a game session, the system could either provide a setting (e.g., incompatible goals, a bad relationship, limited resources) to induce conflicts, or a non-player character (NPC) whose role would evolve around provoking players. We could also consider pitting multiple players against each other in a multiplayer game situation, in particular, those who are known to not have good relationships with one another. We believe, however, that such an approach could be detrimental towards the pedagogical goals we aim to fulfill, and also ethically problematic in terms of real world outcomes. Thus, we are conducting investigations into the benefits and disadvantages of the aforementioned multiplayer approach.

3.2 Conflict Detection
In order to guide players towards constructive conflict resolution, the system first needs to know when conflict occurs. As discussed in section 1.3, affect is an important component of conflict. In the course of conflict formation, one can experience a series of emotions, ranging from neutral emotions to negative emotions. As such, players’ emotional responses can be used as cues to indicate escalation of conflict. Lindner links negative emotions (e.g., fear, anger, humiliation, guilt) to destructive conflict resolution strategies [16]. For instance, fear can be aroused when a person relies on avoidance or accommodation modes of behaviour, because such strategies are likely to lessen the possibility of reaching constructive solutions. Sadness is more likely to lead to compromise than anger is. Such emotions can be expressed through behavioural and physiological indicators [4]. Behavioural indicators include facial and gestural expressions. For facial expression recognition, our system tracks players’ faces via a web-cam, as well as other physiological data. For gestural expression, our system uses semantic information tagged to each action taken by players, taking the advantage of virtual world. For instance, kicking and punching actions in the game world can be interpreted as expressions of anger.

Frustration, anxiety, anger, and guilt can appear in conflict and conflict resolution phases, and each of these emotions may be accompanied by other emotions. For instance, different intensities of anger can be described in terms of frustration, annoyance, irritation, furiousness, and enraged [14]. Conflict management experts Swanstrom and Weismann proposed a conflict cycle, characterised by an escalation phase followed by a de-escalation phase, as shown in Figure 2 [24]. If the system recognises that players are furious or enraged, it could infer that players are having conflicts. On the other hand, if the system recognises that the players feel frustrated, annoyed, or irritated during gameplay, with the aid of input from the player modeling component, the system could infer upcoming conflicts in the near future. This prediction process is detailed below.

3.3 Player Modeling and Conflict Strategy Prediction
In our system, models are developed for each player. These models, in turn, are used to infer players’ conflict resolution strategies, as inspired by the conflict resolution research we discussed earlier in this paper [26, 13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Conflict Handling and User model ([26])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a virtual environment where multiple players are involved, the system can infer the players’ coping styles in a conflict situation according to Table 1. For instance, imagine a game world with two players A and B, where A has a goal of $G_A$ and B has a goal $G_B$ where $G_A$ and $G_B$ are not necessarily negatively linked. If A pursues only $G_A$ during the game session, then the system will model him as assertive and non-cooperative, inferring that he is adopting a competitive strategy. If A pursues $G_A$ and $G_B$ at the same time, he is labelled as assertive and cooperative, leading the system to infer that he is employing a collaboration strategy. If A pursues $G_B$ rather than $G_A$, the system labels him as non-assertive and cooperative, and thus infers that he is taking or is about to take an accommodation strategy. While the presented model uses binary representation for assertiveness and cooperativeness, a probabilistic representation can be used. For example, a player can be modeled as having an assertiveness value of 0.5 and a cooperativeness value of 0.6, from a range of [0, 1] with 0 being lowest and 1 being highest. This could lead to a number of strategies – compromise, collaboration, or accommodation.

Furthermore, the system could predict the player’s conflict management style during early stages of gameplay if existing player models are already available for the players. For example, the system could access player models for players A and B that have been derived from previous game sessions and use them to predict A and B’s conflict management style.
style. If B has previously been labelled as non-assertive and non-cooperative, the system would expect B to avoid conflicts in the current game session as well.

In the example above, we did not consider potential relationships between G_A and G_B. But when G_A negates G_B (i.e., \( G_B = \neg G_A \)), this would make A non-cooperative merely by pursuing his goal at all, as helping B would result in A failing his own goal. Conversely, if G_B is a precondition of achieving G_A, A helping B to reach her goal is a necessary part of A’s effort to fulfil his own goal. In this case, a different policy should be applied; for instance, the system could give A a cooperativeness value less than a value given in usual cases where no direct causal relations apply.

Table 2: Conflict Resolution Strategy ([13])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management Type</th>
<th>Assertive</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forcing</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The player’s strategy also depends on her relationship to the co-player. Imagine a case where A has previously used accommodation strategies when playing with B who bullied him. But in the current session played with C, who is subordinate to A, A may use alternative strategies (e.g., competition or avoidance). In the work of Johnson and Johnson, people’s conflict resolution strategy depend on dual elements: reaching one’s own goals and maintaining an appropriate relationship with the other party [13]. Hence, the system could infer players’ strategies by looking at their assertiveness level and relationship with regards to co-players, as presented in Table 2.

Table 3: Conflict Resolution Strategy and Player model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Assertive</th>
<th>Cooperative</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration or Competitive</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation or Avoid</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 incorporates the conflict resolution model by Johnson and Johnson [13] into the conflict handling mode proposed by Thomas [26]. Thomas’s compromise strategy is not included in this table because it potentially appears across all types of player models. In merging the models of Johnson and Johnson and Thomas, we align withdrawing strategies with avoidance, forcing strategies as competition, smoothing strategies as accommodation, and compromising strategies as collaboration. Modeling the relationships among players therefore enables us to more accurately infer and predict individual players’ conflict management strategies.

In summary, three essential factors underlying our player modeling approach: assertiveness, cooperation, and relationships. While several studies rely on computational models to simulate the dynamics of social relationships among participants [18, 5], assertiveness and cooperation in relation to conflict have not yet been computationalized. As future work, we plan to devise mathematical models for calculating cooperation and assertiveness based on sociological studies and use these models to assist evaluation of conflict outcomes.

3.4 Conflict Resolution Management Process and Intervention

Once a conflict has been detected or anticipated, the system could intervene in the process via NPCs who provide resolution suggestions to the player. The conflict resolution process generally consists of five phases: problem definition, alternative generation, strategy selection, strategy implementation, and outcome evaluation. The first two phases fall within the scope of artificial intelligence, and require access to domain specific knowledge. Our work addresses the gap between strategy selection and strategy implementation.

Table 4: Target Strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict Model</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>CL</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>AV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant Goal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivial Goal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important Relationship</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Time</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerless</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires Cooperation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CO: Competition, CL: Collaboration, CP: Compromise, AC: Accommodation, AV: Avoidance)

Although collaboration is a desirable strategy, sometimes it may be inapplicable, for example, it may be time consuming for both parties to reach an optimal solution [7, 2]. In fact, collaboration is sometimes to be explicitly avoided, for example, when the goals of one party are generally regarded as ethically problematic. Table 4 presents situations in which some strategies have advantages over others [2]. When an optimal solution is not available, a compromising strategy is preferable. A competitive strategy might be acceptable if the goal is trivial and time is limited, unless the goal requires cooperation from other parties. Accommodation and avoidance might be useful strategies for parties if they are powerless within the relevant social network. If maintenance of good relationships is of highest priority, then parties need to adopt collaboration or compromising strategies.

A player who has received no training in conflict resolution may get help from the system about options she can take. Based on this kind of model, our system could recommend conflict management strategies relevant to players’ intentions and specific situations. It could also be useful to inform players of the gap between the target strategy they are attempting to employ and the strategy actually being implemented. For instance, a player who is intending to use the collaboration strategy may in fact be behaving more in line with a competitive strategy. In this case, the system could notify her of the likelihood of conflict resolution using the current approach, which might cause her to reflect and change her strategy.
3.5 Conflict Resolution Outcome

As discussed in section 2, resolutions are situation-level aspects that include compromise, submission, intervention, stand-off and withdrawal. Conflicts can be resolved in ways differing from strategies intended by participants. For example, player A may initially intend to employ a collaborative strategy but may then agree to a sub-optimal solution suggested by player B, who in turn adopts a competitive strategy. As such, A resolved the conflict in a submissive fashion. Since the goal of our work is to develop a serious game which can help improve students’ abilities to resolve future conflicts, it is important that we evaluate outcomes resulting from conflict scenarios and use these as feedback for the system component tasked with conflict mediation.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, outcomes can be positive or negative. Johnson and Johnson view constructively resolved conflicts as ones in which the outcome (a) satisfies all parties, (b) improves their relationship, and (c) improves the ability of parties to resolve future conflicts in a constructive manner [13]. A negative outcome may result in unpleasant emotional experiences, excessive consumption of time, and a worsening in relationship.

Specifically focused on outcomes, Deutsch identifies the following as possible consequences arising from a conflict situation [8]:

- Change in satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the parties involved
- Material benefits and costs
- Improvement or worsening of the relationship between parties
- Effects on self-esteem and reputation
- Kinds of lesson learned, etc.

Change in satisfaction or dissatisfaction could be measured either through self-reports from players or via inferences based on players’ actual facial expressions and gestural responses in the virtual world. Material benefits and costs could also easily be measured in our environment, as exchange of objects and money can be continuously monitored. The remaining three items could be measured by psychological post-testing during the game evaluation phase.

4. A RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GAME

As an initial step towards our system, we developed a simple mini-game based on resource management conflicts. This game takes place in a single-player 3D environment populated by dummy NPCs and resources, in the form of fireballs, as shown in Figure 3. There are two types of NPCs differentiated by colour, reds and blues, and each has a level of happiness, ranging continuously from 1 to 0, decreasing constantly over time. Fireballs provide NPCs with happiness ranging from 0 to 1. The task of the player is to distribute fireballs among the NPCs under time constraints. The maximum score (i.e., degree of fair distribution) is obtained when the two populations of NPCs have an identical average happiness. The game is composed of 10 levels; at the end of each level feedback is provided to the player in order to reward his gameplay and guide him towards even distribution. Four types of feedback are presented in the form of emoticons: positive feedback in the form of a happy face when the fairness levels increase, neutral feedback in the form of a serious face when the fairness stays the same, and two levels of negative feedback, in the form of sad and very sad faces, when the fairness levels decrease. More details can be found in [9].

We are currently extending this game to represent multiple NPCs belonging to different parties. In the extended version, players will be faced with conflict situations in which they must choose between competitive strategies and collaborative strategies. A player who adopts competitive strategies will be trying to optimise the welfare of the party she belongs to, while a player adopting collaborative strategies will be trying to find optimal solutions for both parties. Further, we will replace the dummy NPCs with intelligent agents.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Conflict is an unavoidable feature of life. Depending on how people choose to approach conflict resolution and their skills with regards to conflict resolution management, conflicts can have negative or positive outcomes. The goal of our research is to develop a serious game in which children may experiment with conflict resolution strategies and learn how to work towards positive conflict outcomes. Our research is informed by sociological and psychological theories of conflict, and current best practice for conflict resolution.

This paper presents a computational approach to conflict generation and resolution. The conflict modeling process underlying our system consists of five phases: conflict situation creation, conflict detection, player modeling and conflict strategy prediction, conflict management, and conflict resolution. The player model contains three major elements essential for inferring conflict strategy type: assertiveness,
cooperativeness, and relationship. When a conflict is inferred and detected, the system can suggest a desirable conflict management strategy relevant to the player’s situation and desired outcome. As a step towards validating the relationship between the player model and conflict management strategies, we developed a simple resource management game, and have begun carrying out empirical studies of its effects on players.

Our future work includes designing and implementing a system architecture, which will serve as middleware for serious games about conflict and conflict resolution. We also intend to use group modeling techniques for understanding and predicting the behaviour and interactions of a set of players [25]. Aside from exploring solutions to technological questions, we are also in the process of investigating potential game scenarios related to conflict in light of pedagogical goals and target players’ interests and needs. As an effort to understand our target group’s social behavior, we have carried out ethnographic research with 60 children between the ages of 9 and 11 at two primary schools in Bath, UK. This research is particularly valuable for us with regards to game design, as it contains detailed vignettes of actual conflicts, which will be used to help us establish highly realistic conflict scenarios.
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